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Front-page News

Some events of the day

The "Sounds" with Mannoia, Marcorè, Barbarossa

Neri Marcorè was already host of the "Sounds of the
Dolomites", and also Fiorella Mannoia (photo, who sang
in 2009 at Fuciade. Luca Barbarossa, who performs for
the first time for this festival, united the trio in his album
"Barbarossa social club", signing with both artists.

Three incredible artists for an unprecedented
show. Today at 2.00 p.m. on the meadows of
Fuciade,takes place the most awaited concert of
the "Sound of the Dolomites" summer festival,
with Fiorella Mannoia, Luca Barbarossa and Neri
Marcorè as protagonists. The three friends
propose for their today’s performance the
common experiences they lived together in
theatres and in concerts. To take part to the
event, you’d better reach Fuciade in the
morning, because due to the location’s limits,
the main street SS 346 towards San Pellegrino
Pass will be closed to traffic in both directions,
from 10.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. When you park on
the pass (around 2000 parking spots), make for
"Pra Burt", venue of the concert, through an easy
path in slightly ascent (45 min on foot).

The band is coming
Moena
9.00 pm – Piaz de Ramon. The Band of Moena
crosses the centre and performs in concert the
typical repertoire of a band. The group, founded in
1854, is composed by around fifty members, and
since 2010 Annarosa Pederiva, unique female
conductor of the valley, has been directing it.

The voice of Cima Vezzana
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni. The choral
group from Levico performs tonight during the prize
giving of the hosts who always visit the valley.

Classic "Ametista"
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 pm – Parish Theatre, Piaz de Ciampedel.
Concert of the famous classic melodies by wellknown composers, and proposed by "Trio Ametista".

High-level walks

Passepartout

From Col de Rossi to Fedaia
Pass

Artistic dialogue "Syntony in
Symphony"

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This "High-level walk" kicks off from Col de
Rossi: get there by cable car that departs from
Canazei. Descend to Belvedere Refuge and then,
rightwards through a meadow, walk along a dirt
road till Fredarola Refuge at 2.388 m (0,20 h).
Follow then the footpath no. 601, mostly flat
with some ascents, till the refuge Viel dal Pan at
2.432 m (0,40 h). Continue for a quite long
stretch enjoying the landscape over Tofane. You
arrive then to a crossroads. Descend now
rightward and diagonally toward the dam, and
through a steep slope to be covered with caution
in its last stretch. You will reach the state road of
Fedaia Pass, in front of the Refuge Marmolada
"E. Castiglioni" (2.054 m; 1,20 h; 2 hrs.). You
come back to Canazei by bus that stops at the
end of the path.

Tiziano Deflorian, sculptor from Tesoro, and Luis
Spinet to, painter from Chile. What do they have
in common? A part from their friendship, also
the exhibition "Sintonia in Sinfonia", open until
the 1st September at Navalge Centre in Moena
(timetable: 5.00 – 7.30 p.m. and 9.00 – 10.00
p.m.). Deflorian, who is professor of plastic
discipline at the High School of Arts in Pozza,
proposes a selection of his wooden sculptures,
which represents at best beauty with a little of
irony. Spinetto offers for the exhibit the
brightness of his colours, with canvas depicted
with geometric shapes, which stand out thanks
to the intense colours. Two different
personalities that combine their works in a
stimulating artistic dialogue, which intrigues the
visitors.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In the Ladin Valleys of Dolomites live nowadays around 35 thousand people, the majority of which
speak Ladin as mother tongue. The idiom gives this people the chance to legitimate their ethniclinguistic group as independent. Despite its ancient origins (fusion between the languages Reathian
and Latin) the scientific acknowledgement of Ladin dates back to the second half of the nineteenth
Century. Some experts, after researches, find out that its presence was actually in three linguistic
spots: around the Dolomites, in Friuli and in Grigioni (Switzerland).
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

31/08/2013 (8.30 am)
MTB Latemar Tour. Booking "Sport
Check Point" (activity against
payment).
Moena

31/08/2013 (9.00 am)
Along the shepherds’ paths. Booking
at "Sport Check Point" (outing against
payment).
Canazei
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